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 Mitochondria, ageing, and sex – energy versus fidelity 
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Problem: Why are there genes in mitochondria?

Proposed solution (hypothesis): The location has 
an advantage, since energy conversion, in order 

to be both safe and efficient, requires a set of 
proteins whose genes reside with them, in the 

same compartment of the cell. 

"CoRR" - Co-Location for Redox* Regulation.  

*Redox reactions are chemical reaction in which an electron is transferred from one molecule to 
another - the basis of biological energy conversion.
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"Errors" in electron transfer - transfers to the 
"wrong"  electron acceptor - occur at fixed 

frequency.  

The products of these reactions damage 
mitochondrial genes, which then produce defective 

proteins, which then make more "errors" in 
electron transfer....damaging more genes, making 

more defective proteins....and so on.

The mitochondrial theory of ageing
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The mitochondrion is the worst imaginable place 
in the cell to keep genes. 

Whatever the reason for the persistence of 
mitochondrial genomes, it had better be a good 

one.
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Problem: Mitochondrial Ageing predicts that offspring 
should inherit their mothers’ acquired state of 

accumulated damage, but they evidently do not. 
Babies are not born at the physical age of their 

mothers. 

How can this be?

Proposed solution (hypothesis):   Separation of two 
sexes allows specialisation of mitochondria either as 
genetic templates (female germ line) or as energy-

converters (male germ line). 

And they can never be both.

Why there are two sexes
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– Oocytes (eggs) carry protected, template 
mitochondria, and are therefore sequestered at an early 

stage in female development

– Females have a time-limited reproductive capacity - 
oocyte mitochondria become useless as genetic 

templates after a certain threshold of damage is reached

– Somatic, reproductive cloning will produce “elderly” 
offspring if somatic mitochondria are introduced into the 

oocyte. Dolly: 6+5=11

– Experimental predictions…

Predictions:



Allen JF, and Allen CA. IUBMB Life 48: 369-372, 1999



Somatic, reproductive cloning will produce “elderly” offspring if 
somatic mitochondria are introduced into the oocyte.



Dolly, the Finn Dorset ewe, the first mammal to be cloned from an adult cell. Finn
Dorset sheep normally live to 11 or 12 years. Dolly had been suffering from lung
cancer and died of a drug overdose on 14th February 2003, aged 5. Dolly is
survived by three or four of her six lambs.
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Dolly, the Finn Dorset ewe, the first mammal to be cloned from an adult cell. Finn
Dorset sheep normally live to 11 or 12 years. Dolly had been suffering from lung
cancer and died of a drug overdose on 14th February 2003, aged 5. Dolly is
survived by three or four of her six lambs.

Obituary: Dolly the Sheep
http://www.nature.com/nsu/030210/030210-15.html

Somatic, reproductive cloning will produce “elderly” offspring if 
somatic mitochondria are introduced into the oocyte.
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DNA swap could cure inherited diseases

(Oregon National Primate Research Center at OHSU)

The first two monkeys to be born were twins called Mito and
Tracker, after a dye called MitoTracker used in the experiment

Mark Henderson, Science Editor

The prospect of a human baby with three biological parents has moved closer after scientists created monkeys

using a technique that one day could stop children from inheriting severe genetic diseases.

The birth of four healthy macaque monkeys in the US offers the strongest evidence yet that DNA can be

transplanted safely from one egg to another to correct genetic defects that damage health.

The successful experiment in a close human relative suggests that it should be possible within a few years to use

the method to help women who carry genetic disorders to avoid passing them to their children.

It should allow scientists to replace faulty “cellular batteries” called mitochondria, which affect about 1 in 6,500

births. While most mitochondria defects have mild effects, some can trigger severe brain, heart, muscle and liver

conditions, as well as cancer, diabetes, blindness and deafness.

The technique is controversial, however, because the children it creates would inherit genetic material from three

parents. The mother and father would contribute most of their child’s DNA but a small amount would come from a

second woman donating healthy mitochondria.

Such children would be the first produced by germline genetic engineering, in which genes introduced by artificial

means would be passed to successive generations.

Shoukhrat Mitalipov, of the Oregon National Primate Research Centre, who led the research, said that this would

be justified because it was the only viable approach.

“The only way to treat these defects is to replace the genes,” he said. “This is gene transfer involving the

germline, which is a concern, but we are pursuing it not for general use but for patients with mutations they will

pass to the next generation. We believe this technology will prevent that.”

Although more than 99 per cent of a cell’s DNA is carried in the nucleus, a small amount resides in the

mitochondria — tiny energy-producing structures inherited from the mother — and it is mutations in this

mitochondrial DNA that can cause disease.

In the research, published in the journal Nature, the modified eggs containing chromosomes from one female

monkey and mitochondria from another, were fertilised by injecting a sperm. The resulting embryos were

transferred to the wombs of surrogate mothers.

The first monkeys to be born were twins called Mito and Tracker, after a dye called MitoTracker used in the

experiments. Two more monkeys were born after later experiments, named Spindler and Spindly after a genetic

From The Times



How the technique works

2

Mitochondria are structures found within most 
cells, often described as “cellular power plants” 
because they generate much of the cells’ energy

Transplant in monkeys

Egg with 
mitochondrial 
deficiency

1 Chromosomes 
removed from 
the healthy egg 
and discarded

Egg with 
healthy 
mitochondria

Chromosomes removed from 
egg with mitochondrial 
defects and transplanted into 
emptied healthy egg 

3

4

Egg with transplanted 
chromosomes and 
healthy mitochondria 
is fertilised by sperm

Embryo placed into a female 
monkey surrogate mother and 
healthy baby monkey is produced
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Mitochondria:

–evolved from bacteria

–are chemical fuel cells that provide all our energy

–retain their own genes and genomes in order to do so

–mostly destroy themselves (and, eventually, us) in 
consequence

–but are predicted to exist also in female germ lines as 
protected genetic templates, incapable of energy 

conversion, and from which all other mitochondria derive

Summary
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John Burn (Newcastle Institute of Clinical Genetics). 
Quoted in The Times, 9th September 2005

Mitochondria:

– “…are not part of the genetic material that we consider 
makes us as human beings.” 

“My belief is that what we are doing is changing a 
battery that doesn’t work for one that does….Changing 

the mitochondria won’t affect the important DNA.”

Coda. Two views of mitochondria
View 1
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Nick Lane. Power, Sex, Suicide. Mitochondria and the 
Meaning of Life. Oxford University Press. Publication: 

27th October 2005.
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Nick Lane. Power, Sex, Suicide. Mitochondria and the 
Meaning of Life. Oxford University Press. Publication: 

27th October 2005.

Mitochondria:

– “…give striking new insights into why we are here at 
all, whether we are alone in the universe, why we have 

our sense of individuality, why we should make love, 
where we trace our ancestral roots, why we must age 

and die––in short, into the meaning of life.” 

Coda. Two views of mitochondria
View 2
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The end. Thank you for listening.


